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08 Scanning the airwaves
With the Wi-Fi Alliance having finalised the details of Wi-Fi 7, Richard Swinburne looks ahead to what features and performance it will bring.

10 Scam school
Tracy King explores Lloyds Bank and UKIE’s new campaign to teach gamers to avoid scammers.

14 Z690 motherboards
The first flush of Z690 motherboards are here, ready to support the latest Intel Alder Lake CPUs – Antony Leather puts three of them to the test.

22 NZXT H150 Flow
NZXT’s new airflow-optimised case is attractive, cool and quiet.

26 Corsair H150i Elite LCD
Corsair’s monstrous new 360mm all-in-one cooler gets an LCD panel on its pump, LGA1700 support and a monstrous price tag to boot.

29 AOC U28G2XU
AOC brings 144Hz 4K gaming to a new low price point with this 28in monitor.

30 Razer Wolverine Chroma V2
Razer’s new premium gamepad brings mecha-tactile action buttons to the market, making for a crisp and fast response.

38 Mince pie megatest
The test of the year is here! We taste-test 15 mince pies to find this year’s best festive pastries.

44 High-end GPU Labs
If money’s no object for your next graphics card upgrade, we’ve got the Labs test for you. We pit the five most powerful desktop gaming GPUs against each other.

52 Budget keyboard Labs
Want a decent gaming keyboard, but don’t have the cash for a mechanical one? We’ve tested seven budget keyboards, most of which cost under £50.

70 Deathloop
Arkane Studios’ latest immersive sim is stylish, spectacular and one of the best games of the year.

76 Alder Lake upgrade guide
From cooling requirements to which type of memory to buy, we guide you through the process of upgrading to Intel’s new Alder Lake platform, whatever your budget.

88 Christmas gift guide
Stuck for stocking ideas? Here’s our pick of the best techmas presents for friends, loved ones and yourself.

92 Raspberry Pi Zero 2 W
This tiny single-board computer comes with wireless features, and costs only £13.20.

106 VGA revolution
Stuart Andrews looks at the tech that transformed the PC into a 256-colour gaming powerhouse.